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“[S]ociety codified by men decrees that woman is inferior: she can only abolish this
to reestablish his sovereignty.” —
“The concept of mankind’s historical progress cannot be sundered from the concept of
progression must underlie any criticism of the concept of progress itself.” —

—

—

international feminist activism, culminating in the Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice’s

the successes and defeats of the Caucus provides a window into the Rome Statute’s

–

–

—

—

advocating for the elevation of SGBV crimes. The Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice

For lack of a better term, the three periods of time discussed in this project will be referred to as “events.”
’s conception of “events” in his essay
—as a teleological movement or a natural process. “Effective”

as it grows lax, the entry of the masked “other.”

–
Author’s term.
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international actors by “pressuring target[s] . . . to adopt new policies, and by monitoring
compliance with international standards,” have become ubiquitous in activism.

women’s network grew from the human rights wave, embracing the normative shift towards
As this was unfolding, the transnational women’s network became a powerful f

women’s network to flourish at this point in time.
wide breadth of literature on the transnational women’s network at the United
Nations, international criminal tribunals, and the Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice;
however, there is little academic work yoking together these three interconnected “events.”

of the international community to prevent the “violent, catastrophic civil wars, [led to]
the belated embrace of the idea of human rights interventionism. . . .”).

, at 283 (“[T]he rise of human rights . . . can be understood in part as a result of
the fracturing modern time regime.”).
transnational women’s network at United Nations conferences. Janet Halley,
’
The concept of a jurisprudential genealogy harkens back to Foucault and Nietzsche’s philosophical tradition
conditions of their possibilities, “requir[ing] patience and a knowledge of details, and . . . depends on a vast
accumulation of source material.”
tion of “objective”

analyze the work of the Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice to infuse feminist language into

transnational women’s network on international politics, particularly through gender

Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice and their successes and downfalls during negotiations

conditions for the WCGJ’s successes at Rome were the result of a long genealogy of feminist
—
unclear if the Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice would have experienced the same level

linear events and “opposes itself to the search for ‘origins’”; rather, it is an exploration of the plural and contradictory
“because this search assumes the existence of immobile forms that precede the external world of accident and
succession.”
domination and meaning: “Genealogy . . . seeks to reestablish the various systems of subjugation: not the
anticipatory power of meaning but the hazardous play of dominations.”
of the Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice or of prisons, should not be thought of “as the final term of a historical
development,” but rather “merely the current episodes in a series of subjugations” produced by a convergence of
forces, “from substitutions, displacements, disguised conquests, and systematic reversals.”
at 83, 86. “Humanity
domination to domination.”
morals and ideals pertaining to gendered violence. Consequentially, this Article is a search for the “fertile ground,”
—
—
the subject at the Rome Conference. Walter Benjamin’s notion of crystallization aids in understanding places of
, at 396 (“Material historiography . . . is based on a constructive
crystallized as a monad.”).
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“sexual crimes,” “non
roles” are erased. Standard definitions of “sexual violence”
accepted under international law than “gender based violence”
of conceiving gender as anything but “biological sex.” There is no international agreed upon
definition of “gender based violence,”
from its purview. “Gender based violence” must be imagined in an inclusive manner that
A similar problem arises with “violence against women”: while its focus on “women”
incorporates gender in some form, it is also heteronormative. As for “gender violence,” the
the 1990s to today, consistent with the WCGJ’s
attempts to include gender violence in the Rome Statute. “Sexual and gender based violence”
is less popular, but more inclusive, than “sexual violence,” “violence against women,” or
“gender violence.” Data sh
It is also critical to note that SGBV “including when conflict
, dominance and abuse of authority.” Gloria Gaggioli,
’
–

ence include the “impress[ion of women] into

services whether on a large scale or individualized basis (forced temporary marriage) basis.”).
A, Judgment, ¶ 220 (Jan. 27, 2000) (“[A]ny act of a
circumstances which are coercive.”); Rome Statute of the
(“Committing rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, enforced pregnancy, as defined in
Conventions.”).

an “overall term, including sexual violence and other typ
based.”
–
“If gender is the cultural meanings that the sexed body assumes, then a gender cannot be said to follow from
not follow that the construction of ‘men’ will accrue exclusively to the bodies of males or that ‘women’ will interpret
.”

and 2005, the years of the Beijing and Beijing 10+ conferences. However, the term “sexual
iolence” is beginning to be accepted into the mainstream and represents

Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice at Rome and for the transnational women’s network a

Locating the swell of the human rights wave in the 1990s is critical to this project’s

Ludwig Hoffmann. Hoffmann’s thesis pushes against Moyn’s ascription of human rights as
“moral and political idioms like ‘solidarity’ and included competing notions of rights, which

“Yet intersectionality might be more broadly useful as a way of mediating the tension between assertions
of multiple identity and the ongoing necessity of group politics.” Kimberle Crenshaw,
For example, Samuel Moyn’s
Spring and the 1956 Hungarian Revolution. Prior to the 1970s, “human rights” was too intertwined with notions of
citizenship rights of the Enlightenment, and that “[c]ontrary to conventional consumptions, there w
Holocaust consciousness in the postwar era, so human rights could not have been a response to it.”
7 (2010). Moyn bases this classification on the Helsinki Accords, President Carter’s inauguration,
International’s Nobel Peace Prize, as well as:

at 149 (“[W]ithout Carter, the phrase itself might never have exploded so spectacularly: even afte
‘I did not use the words “human rights” to describe our cause; it was not part of my everyday vocabulary and would
ost people at that time.’”).
at 287 (“Human rights language itself was still fairly capacious and in flux during the 1970s . . . .”).
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colonialism. . . .”
Individual human rights became a “contested, irreplaceable, and consequential concept in
global politics”
“the cause but the consequence of the epochal ruptures of the late twentieth century,”

state as “the greatest impediment to a global
cosmopolitan democracy.”
—
—
–
–
transformation of international law into a cosmopolitan law of global citizens and “identified

at 285 (“B
that was justified through human rights.”).
at 285 (“[H]uman rights were closely tied to the idea of sovereignty or, to put this more generally, to the

–

ation of international law to justify military force.”).
order to prevent genocide.”).

military action.”

individuals’ moral rights over state sovereignty.

peacekeeper intervention was an “expression of the United Nations’ political fa
government.” This failure to prevent and end wars led to the “belated embrace of the idea
t protesters.”
—
—
Yugoslavia also sparked “the emergence of a new international
human rights of the two decades since Bosnia.”
on adopted by the World Conference on Human Rights in 1993 “constituted the
resurgence of the debate about the universality of human rights.”
conventions throughout the 1990s distinctly centered on the criminal prosecution of “past
wrongs”

–
rights of Kosovo Albanians were valued above “national interests”).
–
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a development of the early 1990s, aligned with Hoffmann’s thesis. Sikkink’s “justice
cascade” characterizes the “shift in the
of that norm.” Sikkink uses “cascade” to capture “how the idea started as a small strea
but later caught on suddenly, sweeping along many actors in its wake.”
increased number of human rights treaties, “it began to appear that human rights violations
were getting worse, not better.”
impunity prosecutions developed to strengthen human rights law: “Human
behind bars. If human rights law didn’t work because it lacked strength, this new form of
enforcement should help improve compliance.”
prosecutions were stagnant, but “[b]y the early
after the end of the Cold War and with the fall of the Soviet Union,”
Hoffmann’s argument.
movement’s rapid shift towards criminal law, arguing that “the turn to criminal law was not
n obvious trajectory for either the human rights movement or international law,” and
perhaps this embrace “has taken place with little systemic deliberation about the aims of
criminal law or about its pitfalls.”
impunity has “helped shape the direction of human rights advocacy as well
international human rights and international criminal law.”

–
(“[S]ome activists argued that as long as individuals were not held personally responsible, there
would be no strong incentives for changing behavior.”).

15 (2017) (“[T]h
opposing amnesty laws that might preclude such accountability.”).

“provide[] a way for all sides to avoid overt discussion of distribution, even while deploying
the human rights movement has long been critical.”
’

Women’s Caucuses are prime examples of a modern activist network. The t
women’s network
during the 1990s at United Nations conferences. Networks are “forms of org
Networks provide sources of reliable information for outsiders: “they are

exchange.”

their ‘interests.’” Communication between networks takes place in a “dense web” of formal

of the transnational women’s network at United Nations conferences, it is unlikely that the
“network” originated with the women’s movement
in the United States coining the phrase “old boys’ network”
“Women’s network” was later coopted by women’s groups, and entered into popular use
Women’s
caucuses were initially limited in scope, but after twenty years, the transnational women’s

Transnational women’s networks in the context of this project refers to the sprawling group of women that

–

Domestic and Sexual Violence, Asian Women’s Research and Action Network.
gender equality organizations are named “networks.”).
The WCGJ was a direct outgrowth of Women’s Caucuses. Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice,
Women‘s Caucus
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n’s advocacy networks relatively recently.
VAW exploded into one of the most discussed international women’s issues, as evidenced

iction. These strategies developed by the women’s network influenced the way the
The following subsection traces the development of the transnational women’s network
transnational women’s network to mainstream gender
The Transnational Women’s Network at United Nations Conferences
–
The influence of women’s networks in transnational politics greatly expanded between
1980s. After lobbying by the Women’s International Democratic
General Assembly declare 1975 International Women’s Year. This resulted in the First

women’s movement as the first United Nations conference dedicated solely to women. The
f NGOs was very limited, “with only two representatives per accredited NGO
permitted to participate on a limited basis. . . .”

Prior to VAW’s emergence in the 1980s, the women’s movement focused primarily on discrimination. The

, at 166 (“By the mid
international women’s
‘centerpiece of the platform,’ one of four issues given special prominence.”).

Gendering the Agenda: The Impact of the Transnational Women’s Rights
’
’

the Copenhagen Conference, reflected: “Mexico City focused on some of the fundamental
.”
The next year, “two thousand women from forty countries spoke out on family
persecution of lesbians” at the First International Tribune on Crimes against Women.
Nations Women’s Conference in Copenha

So northern women couldn’t dominate and say we know how to do this,
because the northern women were saying: “our country is a mess; we have
a very violent society.” So[,] it created a complet
conversation. . . . It wasn’t that we built the network in that moment. It was

Nations Decade for Women referenced “domestic and sexual violence against women”

’
’
The International Women’s Tribune Centre (IWTC) was established during Mexico City. After the

States, and discussion of domestic violence as international issue was featured in Fran Hosken’s Women’s

“Legislation should also be enacted and implemented in order to prevent domestic and sexual violence
treated in all criminal procedures.” Re
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communication, and the International Women’s Rights Action Watch, a Convention for the

showed how women’s oppression can only be understood contextually, by
taking into account women and men’s positions within specific countries,

transnational women’s movement.

and Development was held in Rio, where women’s groups maintained a defi
Agenda 21. The Women’s Environment and Development Organization (WEDO), founded

“Day against Violence against Women” on November 25
uted to the international “16 Days of Activism against Gender Violence” campaign.

These networks include the International Women’s Rights Action Watch, the Latin American Committee
for Defense of Women’s Rights, the Asia
The women’s tent at the NGO forum, Planeta Femea, was the largest venue at the conference and attracted

by Bella Abzug, sponsored the World Women’s Congress for a Healthy Planet.
with exclusion, women’s groups “creat[ed] their own opportunities for mobilization around
nts.”
“tribunal[s] to offer public testimony about women’s connection to environmental issues”
and an “insider/outsider” advocacy strategy, which “simultaneously mobiliz[ed] advocacy
inside them.” In addition to strategical innovations, a Women’s Caucus was established as
es to include women’s rights in Agenda 21,
“the Caucus assembled ‘precedent setting’ information from previous UN documents” that
supported the Caucus’ mission to demonstrate that their positions were “built on accepted
” This strategy, according to Friedman, “was a clear
effort to mainstream the women’s rights message while countering objections to it.”
to women, by the conclusion of Rio, the chapter, “Global Action for Women Towards
Sustainable and Equitable Development,” was added with 172 references to wo
was the focus and depicts the effect that the transnational women’s network can have on
Women’s groups prepared meticulously for
cite this work as an example of “a network’s
states and international organizations.”

Leaders of the community “worked closely with

message[]” in order to ensure the intersectionality of the transnational women’s network.
The Global Campaign for Women’s Human Rights was created to unite ninety NGOs in

can be attributed to the formation of Women’s
Caucuses, where “[m]embers negotiated with official delegations to ensure that the draft document incorporated
women’s concerns throughout.” Martha Alter Chen,
Women’s
477, 486 (1995). Women’s Caucuses “provided a bridge
between the official deliberations and the parallel NGO deliberations.”

NGOs included: the Center for Women’s Global Leadership, International Women’s Tribune Center, and
the International Women’s Rights Action Watch. Friedman,
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Prior to Vienna, the Center for Women’s Global Leadership (CWGL) organized an
ling for the recognition of women’s rights as human
zed satellite meetings “by holding several international gatherings
conference.”
ntee the inclusion of women’s human rights language in Vienna.
The Women’s Caucus coordinated lobbying efforts by uniting upwards of 200 participants

The Women’s Caucus used the insider/outsider strategy to ally with the United Nations
member and the head of UNIFEM’s women’s rights program. Cardillo and the CWGL
on Violations of Women’s Human Rights, which featured
women’s rights. The Tribunal was featured in Vienna’s NGO forum, where women
delivered “personal testimony of devasta
presented as part of the official record of the governmental conferences.”
one coherent “frame.”
variety of factors: “sexism, religious belief, and poverty—
ds to state agents to the structure of global capitalism.”
women’s rights movement and the protection of women.
women’s network’s mainstreaming efforts, the Vienna Declaration and Programme of
Action is rife with discussions of women’s human rights.

The language of Section 1, Paragraph 18 recalls the “women’s rights are human rights” mantra and
part of universal human rights. … Gender

en’s
Women’s rights advocates convened the following year at the International Conference

argues that activists “were responsible for the switch from a framing o
focused on controlling population growth to inextricably tied to the promotion of women’s
rights, both reproductive and other. . . .” Gender justice NGOs quickly formed a Women’s
d women’s rights issues to the
conference’s agenda
Not only were NGOs allowed to “attend even informal consultations, bu
their written statements in draft governmental documents.”
half of the United States’ delegates were women’s advocates including leading women’s
This Women’s Caucus was the largest yet with approximately 400 to

A/CONF.157/23 (June 25, 1993). The document also addresses the “systematic rape women in war situations,” and
over “violations of human rights during armed conflicts, affecting the civilian population, especially women[.]”
29. The third section of this document addresses the “equal status and human rights of women” in nine thorough
paragraphs, condemning SGBV: “All violations of this kind, including in particular murder, systematic rape, sexual
require a particularly effective response.”
In 1992, advocates formed the Women’s Voices ’94 Alliance and wrote the “Women’s Declaration on
Population Policies.” The International Women’s Health Coalit
“Declaration of the Reproductive Health and Justice” conference nine months prior to Cairo, which a
International Women’s Activism and the 1994 Cairo Population Conference
Compare to the “Pro Life” Caucus, which attracted around fifteen members. Friedman,
The fourth of fifteen principles in the final document reads: “Advancing gender equality and equity a
empowerment of women, and the elimination of all kinds of violence against women, and ensuring women’s ability
to control their own fertility, are cornerstones of population and development related programmes.” Rep. of the
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presentations, “nearly every delegation head mentioned the role of women, women’s
empowerment, women’s education, and women’s rights as central to the purpose at hand.”
development to include provisions on women’s rights and violence against women.
growth of the international women’s rights movement in the twenty years since Mexico City.
Mexico City’s agenda, Beijing
at Beijing: “it was clear that the term ‘gender mainstreaming’ had achieved great popularity.
It appeared throughout the lengthy Platform for Action as a strategy to redress women’s
unequal position in twelve areas of concern. . . .”
Preparatory Committee, noted that “on the eve of the Fourth World Conference . . . there
financed backlash”

the final Preparatory Committee, “leaving little time for delegations to prepare positions” on
Additionally, “the preparatory process itself [was] sufficiently participatory th
minority voices [could] slow down, derail, or obstruct the process.” This “disagreement
illustrated just how fragile the global consensus around women’s human rights was going
into the Beijing meeting.”
st contentious women’s conference to
date, the transnational women’s network had also developed effective lobbying strategies

fourth chapter of the report is entitled “Gender Equality, Equity, and Empowerment of Women” and VAW is
–

(“The final Beijing PrepCom, held in New York in March 1995, was marred by
access and accreditation as well as cumbersome, inefficient and divisive drafting processes.”).

. At times, “government delegations
with NGOs to shape their positions on issues.”
“protect[] the gains made against the newly po
agenda], while trying to ensure some implementation for the new frames of the 1990s.”
visibility of the women’s network at Vienna and
documents: “recommendations on
Justice.”

(as opposed to sex) and perceived “threats”
y. Catholic states, led by the Holy See, “objected to the feminist use of the word
of socialized men and women.”

reservations on parts of the Platform that challenged the “traditional” nuclear family,

at 324 (“WEDO coordinated a ‘Linkage Caucus’ to ensure that gains made by women at prior UN
conferences would not be lost.”).

at 323 (“While claiming to promote an agenda that also supported gender equality, this coalition
cifically attacked those rights that threatened the hegemony of a ‘traditional’ conception of gender relations.”).
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en’s network in prior
conferences. With regard to the use of “gender,” Annex IV to the Platform for Action
specified, “the word ‘gender’ as used in the Platform for Action was intended to be
ted usage.”

In the span of twenty years, the transnational women’s network managed to influence

impossible without the organizing work by the transnational women’s network. The success
of the women’s network in “gendering the agenda” at non
ue to the development of mainstreaming strategies: specialized women’s networks,
Beijing, these practices were decisively a part of the women’s network repertoire.
the transnational women’s network at United Nations conferences is pivotal to u
the role of the Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice at the Rome Conference.

tform includes “[the] right to have control over and decide freely and responsibly
violence” as a human right of women.
governments to “consider reviewing laws containing punitive measures against women who have undergone illegal
abortions.”
that “rape, including systematic rape, sexual slavery and forced pregnancy require a particularly effective response.”
situations is experienced by women of all ages … who are victims of acts of murder,

Likewise, Paragraph 131 deems rape, including systematic rape in war, “[m]assive violations of human rights
such crimes must be punished.”
peace process and suggests “increas[ing] the participation of women in conflict resoluti
levels” as a means to alleviating this phenomenon.

order to understand both the WCGJ’s incorporation of SGBV crimes and the establishment
exemplary of Sikkink’s justice cascade and Hoffmann’s temporal postulation of the rise of
human rights idealism, both necessary for the Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice’s

Hugo Grotius’

19 (1997) (discussing informal wartime regulations in Cicero’s Marcus Tullius, Cicero’s Three Books

II’s proclamation in
’
50 (1982) (“In war, the belligerents are not at liberty to act without restraint. Soldiers
as severely punished as if the crimes had been committed during peacetime.”). A century later, Alberico Gentili
reiterated de Penna’s sentiments: “It is not lawful to do this wrong [rape], even if it is s
she should suffer so signal an insult [as rape].”
(“If a man lie with a woman forcibly, and she
the mans confession, he shall be put to death and the woman let go free; it is robbery of a womans bodily Freedom.”).
(“In the

that any man should teach him, for the same Anoynting that ruled in the Son of man, teacheth him all things.”).
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international law, rape was condemned as an “uncivilized act” in
“[does not] contribute to safety or to punishment, and . . . consequentially [rape] [should] not
go unpunished in war any more than in peace.”

international community’s efforts to regulate warfare and was a precursor to the Hague
Article 46 of the Hague Convention of 1907 borrowed some of Article 44’s language,
states: “Family honour and rights, the lives of all persons, and
religious convictions and practice, must be respected.”

Of course, I must note that the concept of “uncivilized” and “civilized” societies is a racist social construct
was typically “legitimated” by characterizing the colonized as uncivilized and b

Article 44 states: “All wanton violence committed against
of the offense.”

–29 (2007) (“Historically, the compelling (and
sympathetic) image of ‘rape victim’ as an innocent female in need of solace for her destroyed i
—
s vessel, not actor.”).

—

Allied Powers issued the Moscow Declaration, committing to “united action, pledged for the
organization and maintenance of peace and security.”
IMT’s jurisdiction extended to three crimes: crimes against peace, war crimes, and crimes
er as “namely, planning,
accomplishment of any of the foregoing.”

inclusion of “other inhumane acts,” but SGBV is absent from the listed crimes and the

at art. 6(b) (“[M]urder, ill
military necessity.”).
(“Murder, extermination, enslavement, deportation, and other inhumane acts committed
the Tribunal[.]”).
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the IMT’s Pacific Theater counterpart. Like the IMT, the IMTFE prosecuted three crimes:
include rape as a crime against peace or crime against humanity. The IMTFE’s definition of
war crimes departed from the IMT’s extensive list and instead simply reads: “namel
violations of the laws or customs of war.”

“situations of non
a multinational force intervenes alongside the government.”

“Murder, extermination, enslavement, deportation, imprisonment, torture,
in violation of the domestic laws of the country where perpetrated.” Nuremberg Trials Final Report Appendix D,

, at 426 (“[S]ome Japanese military and civilian officials [were found] guilty of
international law.”).
’
(“The IMFTE did recognize that ‘[a]pproximately 20,000
thin the city [of Nanking] during the first month of occupation,’ but it devotes only one
paragraph of its judgment to the gender crimes infamously memorialized as the ‘Rape of Nanking.’ Rape was
rape committed by his troops. The equally notorious forcing of thousands of ‘comfort women’ into pr
Japanese military brothels was, however, ignored by the IMTFE.”).
’

crimes: “Women Shall be especially protected against any
particular against rape, enforced prostitution, or any form of indecent assault.”
of Protocol I is dedicated to the protection of women as “
of special respect.”
Likewise, Protocol II prohibits “outrages upon
enforced prostitution, or any other form of indecent assault. . . .”
men relies heavily on notions of “honor” and
“dignity” as opposed to the gravity of the violent crimes themselves. This linkage places an

was to be expected as “these laws were written by men drawing heavily on the male chivalric
an inevitable consequence of war.”

Ghali highlighted the “widespread and systematic rape and other forms of sexual
assault, including enforced prostitution”

’
–
Prior to the ICTY’s formation, the Security Council passed Resolution 798 in 1992 stating that the Co
was “[a]ppalled by reports of the massive, organized and systematic detention and rape of women, in particular
Muslim women, in Bosnia and Herzegovina.” S.C. Res. 798 (Dec. 18, 1992).
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that “the nature of the crimes
should be given in the appointment of staff to the employment of qualified women”
“its grave alarm at continuing reports of widespread and flagrant violations of international
e of women.”

humanity. Article 4 of the ICTR Statute includes “rape, enforced prostitution and any form
of indecent assault”

lived. When the trial started, “evidence began to
including rape.”

at art. 3 (“[C]ommitted as a part of a widespread or systemic attack against any civilian population
on national, political, ethnic, racial or religious grounds. . . .”).
Case Information Sheet: ‘Sušica Camp’ (IT
Case Information Sheet: Sušica Camp
–

The language of this statement is notable due to its indication that “rape and other forms
” could be charged as a grave breach of the Geneva Conventions. While

personal dignity.”
of “personal dig

–
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Further, this indicates a broader recognition of the Rome Statute’s more progressive
was “the first indictment in the history of international war crimes prosecutions
s of sexual violence against women.”
listed as crimes against humanity and, “[i]n line with prosecutorial strategy at that stage,
against personal dignity.”

women, who “sought to charge sexual violence under different criminal headings, including
enslavement, to reflect the diverse nature of sexual violence. . . .”
of torture. In this case, the Office of the Prosecutor “began to take imaginative steps to
prosecute gender crimes as war crimes and grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions.”

ruling that “the rape of any person [is] a despicable act which strikes at the very core of
d physical integrity.”
form of torture because the rapes were “committed with an intent to discriminate against

’

‘Muslims in general’ and ‘the victim in particular.’”

nt because “it reverses the dismissive attitude toward crimes
in the Geneva Conventions being designated as ‘grave breaches.’”

identity. Gender discrimination was explicitly dismissed when the ICTY “held that
complainants were ‘taken out’ to be raped ‘on the basis
of their Muslim ethnicity,’ and
that the Muslim men and women in Foca were ‘killed, raped or severely beaten’ and the ‘
for this treatment was their Muslim ethnicity.’”
for a more intersectional approach to SGBV. By “oscillat[ing] between essentialisms
of gender and race,”
“Muslim civilian population” as the general victims of these gendered attacks instead of

–

Catharine MacKinnon’s “gender essentialism—the notion that a unitary, ‘essential’ women’s experience can be
, class, sexual orientation, and other realities of experience.” Angela P.
feminist legal theorists proffered a unified “women’s experience” “
and voice from the diversity of women’s experience, the experience of women perceived as ‘different’ are ignored
or treated as variations on the (white) norm.”
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Like many of the prior SGBV cases, the ICTR relied on the outdated “outrages upon personal
dignity” language, but also recognized that “rape committed with the aid of a public official
is torture.”

cia Viseur Sellers reflects, “[t]he
Rome Statute of the ICC.”

T, Judgment (Int’l Crim. Trib. for Rwanda Sept. 2, 1998).

’
“With regard, particularly, to … rape and sexual violence, the Chamber wishes to underscore the fact that
y, in whole or in part, a particular group, targeted as such.” Prosecutor v. Akayesu, Case No.
731 (Int’l Crim. Trib. for Rwanda Sept. 2, 1998).
’

–
Individual(s’) Liability for Collective Sexual Violence

advocating for the admission of rape in the Rome Statute’s list of grave breaches.
WCGJ’s ability to
—
—
al cases were influenced by the Rome Statute’s more progressive SGBV provisions.
The timing of the justice cascade and the preeminence of the transnational women’s network
result of the “epochal ruptures of the late twentieth century”
is unlikely that the WCGJ would have been able to impact the Rome Statute’s language on

This Part is a critical examination of the Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice’s role in
outgrowth of the transnational women’s network after its successes

The Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice also impacted procedural issues involving gender, but those issues
–
– (discussing WCGJ’s gender

“containing various international rules of individual culpability for human rights abuses and aggression.”
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Minded Group (LMG), “an
court.”

Minded Group was largely comprised of “middle powers that were not
ity of their search for humanitarian solutions.”

Coalition for the International Criminal Court, warned that “some countries . . . want the
‘permanent’
to the small and weak countries, never to violators in powerful nations.”

–
(“[T]he draft Statute which was before the conference was far from
brackets representing points of disagreement and different alternatives for the wording of previsions.”).
–
’
–
–

compromise with language “prevent[ing] the court from exercising jurisdiction over the
‘official actions’ of nonmember states
out provision.”
Elections in P5 nations conveniently strengthened the possibility for the Court’s success:
President Clinton was reelected; Britain’s Labouur Party won a landslide majority, and the
the LMG, and France decided that it “had to end up on the ‘right’ side of negotiations, but
that the concerns of the military had to be addressed.”

e reflected the compromises, “requiring
Council from any ability to stop investigations.”
“the most powerful states were losing their grip on the mechanisms of international
justice.”

–

–
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gender issues: the Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice.
The Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice was a direct outgrowth of the transnational
women’s network solidified at UN conferences. At Rome, the Women’s Caucus for Gender
Justice emerged as the leading feminist group credited for incorporating a “stronger gender
perspective throughout . . . [the Rome Statute’s] text”

ork in law review articles, providing a unique window into the movement’s
Martinez credit the WCGJ’s success to their “persistent
lobbying efforts,” and that “[w]omen’s rights activists viewed the negotiations for the IC
to properly delineate, investigate, and prosecute wartime violence against women.”

–
’

, at 23 (“[The WCGJ] consolidated a coherent platform for feminist reform and
lobbied hard in the Rome Statute negotiations.”). Many of the core members of the WCGJ, such as Rhonda Copelon,
members were also members of their state’s delegation, like Canadian lawyer Valerie Oosterveld, and were

negotiation: defining “gender” and “gender violence.” Bedont and Hall
rationale for the use of “gender” over “sex” in the Rome Statute:
The Women’s Caucus pushed for the term “gender” as opposed to
“sex” because the latter is restricted to the biological differences
Similarly, “gender crimes” is preferable to “sexual violence” because

“Gender violence” subsumes “sexual violence,” as “sexual violence” cannot encompass
The inclusion of “gender violence” i
“when young boys are either killed to prevent their becoming soldiers or coerced and
humiliated into becoming killers.”

For example, in Elisabeth Friedman’s survey of gender mainstreaming at United Nations
These states tend to rally against language “that could be se
“[T]hey wanted authoritative enumeration of sexual crimes in their own ter
feminist understanding of them.” Halley,

–

, at 82. An example of gender violence could include the “impress[ion of women]
services whether on a large scale or individualized basis (forced temporary marriage)[.]”
(“Led by the Vatican, a coalition of countries and conservative NGOs
engaged the transnational women’s rights movement in a framing contest on women’s rights. While claiming to
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legal abortion or harming the traditional family structure.”
understanding of “gender” (defining “gender” in a manner that would equate it to “sex”). As
a result, a “peculiar and circular” definition of “gender” was drafted: “For the purposes of
this Statute, it is understood that the term ‘gender’ refers to the
.”
essentialist conception of “gender” and infers that this biologically essentialist conception of
Article 7(3) demonstrates that gender “is undertheorized in international law.”
WCGJ’s structural feminist
ates. As a result, other WCGJ agenda items were at risk: “The dispute
provisions.”

The pervasive language surrounding SGBV as a crime against the “honor” and “dignity”

threatened the hegemony of a ‘traditional’ conception of gender relations.”).

The Definition of “Gender” in the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court:
“Sexual violence, whether directed against women or men, is usually a form of gender violence, since it is
an attacked [sic] based on and intended to destroy one’s gender identity, whether masculine or feminine. That is,
en are raped … to control and destroy them as women and to signal male ownership over them as property;
stereotypes, weak and inferior.” Halley,

–

case: “[A] man was tortured when another prisoner was forced to bite
were targeted in order to take away his male identity and to make him like a woman.”

’
at 237 (“Every act of rape in war—
—is a ‘grave breach,’ a principle that has been recently reaffirmed by international scholars at the
International Committee of the Red Cross.”).

Within the framework of “grave breaches” against the civilian population
forced pregnancy are not simply crimes against “honor,” but also crimes
of violence. They constitute forms of “willful torture and inhumane
treatment” and they “willfully caus[e] great suffering or serious injury
body or health.”

and distances the perpetrator from the crime: “[t]he outdated and potentially
the victims’ honour, modesty, or chastity”
WCGJ sought to send the “radical” message that sexual violence is

: SGBV “is a

Whereas the current IHL lexicon “assume[d] that
hey implicate a woman’s honor,
reinforcing the notion of women as men’s property rather than because they constitute
violence.”
.”

incorporated “outrages upon personal dignity,” but removed both SGBV and “honor” from
to SGBV: “rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy … enforced
sterilization, or any other form of sexual violence also constituting a grave breach” may be
This development, while certainly not ideal for the WCGJ, “[t]his
f sexual violence is . . . important to the ICC’s capacity to indict sexual
violence crimes in multiple ways.”

–
’
’
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The WCGJ’s recommendation to include forced pregnancy as a crime launched
the WCGJ into conflict with the Holy See who “sought to delete enforced pregnancy from
discouraging or criminalizing abortion.”
that “forced pregnancy” is “a violent crime, committed with a violent intent.”
WCGJ narrowed its scope: “rape or other sexual abuse carried out with the intent or having
woman because she is pregnant.”

ion reads: “the unlawful confinement of

s affecting national laws relating to pregnancy.”

–91 (“[B]y structuralist I mean that a commitment to the view that the
sexual interaction between a man and a woman is free from the effects of male domination.”).

–
white slavery as “an epidemic of terrible rumours … a campaign of sedulously cultivated sexual hysterics.”);
–
40 (1979) (“Female sexual slavery is present in ALL s
they cannot get out; and where they are subject to sexual violence and exploitation.”); Catherine A. MacKinnon,

schism between the two ideologies is evident in Oosterveld’s “Sexual Slavery and the
minal Court,” which documents the effort by structural feminists to retire
“enforced prostitution” in favor of “sexual slavery”: some felt “that sexual slavery is a
—
—
d prostitution,” whereas “[o]thers argue that both sexual slavery and enforced
not be considered to be subsumed within sexual slavery.”

, at 92 (“There is a sharp divide between feminists who see ‘sexual slavery’ and
o see ‘bargained for exchange’ when a woman accepts money or some other benefit in exchange for having
sex . . . [the latter] seek reforms that limit criminalization of the pimp’s and John’s activities to instances in which
open the category of ‘nonforced prostitution.’”). Thomas described the structuralist
—
nt by the trafficking victim. Just as one cannot legally consent to one’s own
enslavement, consent could not be a basis for validating commercial sex since it was “female
sexual slavery.”
as “one of the Rome process’s liberal feminists,” but “she supported
feminist variant.” Halley,
enforced prostitution). For example, Askin argued that “while ‘(en)forced prostitution’ is usually the term used
me, the term ‘sexual slavery’ more accurately identifies
the prohibited conduct[.]”

word: “enslavement and slavery like practices in all their forms, including by sale, deception, coercion, or threat.”
trafficking “[b]ecause of the need for review of the international definition of trafficking, the Women’s Caucus
suggest[ed] instead that the crime be described as ‘trade in and coercive or deceptive transportation of persons.’”

[S]exual enslavement has been diminished by calling it only “enforced prostitution.”
The term “enforced prostitution” muffles the degree of violence, coercion and control that is
forced prostitution is equated within the “performance” of degrading acts, the term also
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Ultimately, the Women’s Caucus for

experienced some defeats with regard to sexual slavery: the phrase “trafficking in persons,
nd children” was employed to define “enslavement” under Article

called “forced prostitution” during armed c
. at 95. Halley writes: “In denouncing enforced prostitution
insisting that women participate in it ‘completely under the control’ of male attackers, the WCGJ merges enf
rape and sexual slavery.”
But, however, the recommendations “proceed to a conclusion that
uivalent of rape.”
The Causus’ [s
consensus of participants in the Women’s Caucus who have attended the Preparatory
particular points, some individuals or groups may differ with the Caucus’s position but, on

at disagreement within the Caucus but, according to Halley, “[w]hat is so s
were. In the context of trafficking, opposed camps exist and are willing to go public with their disagreements.”
–
of “sexual slavery” over “enforced prostitution).
, at 93 (“[T]he WCGJ at first advocated alternative language and then actually
the inclusion of trafficking in the statute.”).
“[Sexual slavery] can be char
manage the structuralist/[liberal] tension in the WCGJ’s interpretations of this crime.”

Recognizing

gender

inequities

involves

“changing

the

gender

status

order,

respect for women.”
involvement of feminist activists in international criminal tribunals, the “existing formal
diminished their seriousness by categorizing them as acts related to ‘honour and dignity’
rather than grave breaches of international law[.]”

one eyewitnesses “that sexual violence appeared to be an
integral component of the attacks against the civilian population,”

–
–
–
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minimized. SGBV has historically been linked to outdated “family honor” provisions in

e’s definition of gender is circular
The story of the Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice is a fascinating study of the state

impunity as an “explanatory framework for understanding
happened.” In the rush to salvage the international community’s failures to prevent
for prosecution materialized, and the Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice seized that
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Both “sexual violence” and “violence against women” take off in use in the late 1970s,

“women’s network(s).” The two are graphed
“Women’s network” (singular)
“Women’s networks” (plural) is used less than its singular form, but still experiences growth
until 1996. After which, the usage of “women’s network(s)” tends to wane.

